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Abstract. The article is focused on fuel efficiency of cargo trucks, summarizing some factors effecting the fuel 
consumption, considering the human factor and the method of fuel consumption measurement of transport 
companies. We designed a special monitoring device to detect an increase in the fuel consumption caused by the 
driving style of drivers. This device recorded the vehicle logbook, current position, date, time and vehicle speed, 
as well as the frequency of the brake pedal pressing while driving. The device can be powered by the USB port, 
a separate source of energy, or by the car cigarette lighter socket utilization. We evaluated the driving style of car 
drivers by the number and duration of brake pedal pressing. We attached the first part of the contactless sensor to 
the brake pedal, the second one to the car chassis. A signal from braking lights could be used as well. The 
designed software calculated braking deceleration, which influenced the fuel consumption, by means of the 
measured data. Different types of cars are using various ways of driving style recording and these systems are 
not compatible with each other. The designed device can be universally used for various cars; therefore, we were 
able to compare different cars with this special monitoring device. After the device construction, we tested the 
device during operation of road cars. The recorded data were saved on the SD card. The average deviation of the 
measured data reached a value of 7.94 %. We designed special software to analyse the saved data. Based on the 
measured data we can conclude that it is possible to achieve fuel savings up to 20 % due to implementation of 
economic driving skills.  
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Introduction 

According to [1], exploitation of primary energy sources negatively affects the environment in 
case of extraction and fuel treatment, but primarily in transformation of one type of energy into the 
other. Reducing of the fuel consumption has ecological as well as economical reasons.  

In addition to fuel consumption, which is necessary for towing vehicles to run, excessive fuel 
consumption is likely to occur in practice as well. The amount of excessive consumption is influenced 
by many factors. As the fuel price is increasing dramatically, it is important to recognize these factors 
and to minimize the fuel consumption [2]. 

Besides the engine type, other factors influence fuel consumption as well. Many factors depend 
on the technical condition of vehicles. However, we mention only the factors that we are able to 
influence [3].  

Aerodynamic resistance has a great impact on the overall fuel consumption. This resistance can be 
reduced considerably by a proper use of spoilers and aerodynamic stabilizers. However, the spoilers, 
which are used unprofessionally, can increase the fuel consumption [4].  

Based on the research carried out by the Renault and Michelin companies, the rolling resistance of 
tyres represents approximately one third of the overall power of resistance to motion. The tyre warms 
up during the ride, which is caused by bend stress (bend of the tyre side, bend of the tyre tread). Tyre 
bend causes friction that releases heat. That heat is the energy that the engine has to overcome. It is 
one of the fuel consumption factors [3]. 

Apart from these factors, there is one more factor, which might significantly affect the vehicle 
excessive fuel consumption level – human factor. Economical driving style might result in fuel saving 
between 10 % and 25 % – better fuel saving as obtained by any technical solutions [5]. 

Materials and methods 

We designed a special device to detect an impact of drivers on excessive fuel consumption. 5 V 
supply voltage, operating frequency from 8 000 to 16 000 Hz, 128 kB internal FLASH memory, 4 kB 
internal SRAM memory were the main technical properties of our device. 
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We designed and programmed our device (Fig. 1a, b) to save the number of loggings, date, time, 
speed, driving distance since the last logging, GPS coordinates and the brake pedal position data on 
SD card within the period of 0.2 s. 

a) 

 

b) 

 

Fig. 1. Device detecting an impact of driver on fuel consumption: a – individual parts connection; 
b – software for logging evaluation 

We monitored the position of the brake pedal by means of a contactless scanner attached on the 
brake pedal. When the brake pedal was pressed in the moment of logging, the device recorded a value 
of “1” on the memory card; the value of “0” was recorded in the opposite case. Position of the brake 
pedal was monitored every 0.2 seconds, i.e. five times per second.  

By means of such device it was possible to detect, if the driver drove like a “racer”, drove by 
brake-throttle style or drove economically. We could detect the driver’s acceleration and braking, 
contravention of traffic rules as well as mistakes in the driving behaviour and style. The device was 
powered by the USB port connected to the power box with four monocells with a voltage of 1.5 V 
placed in a holder or the vehicle lighter socket. 

Our device can be used to create driving books, to monitor speeding on roads, to control drivers 
(possible stops on suspicious places), to measure the travelled distances per day, to display the 
travelled trips on maps (Fig. 1b). We could monitor the vehicle online by means of the installed GPS 
module, but it was not the object of our study. 

XL Meter Pro 

Measurement device XL Meter Pro Gamma Medium type (product of company Inventure) was 
designed to evaluate the driving brake function and it allows measurement of acceleration or braking 
initial response time during reconstruction of car accidence.  

This device allows the measurement of acceleration and deceleration with a digital record. It 
records three independent measurements and saves them on internal memory. The device contains 
software that allows evaluation of the measured parameters after a few seconds. RS 323 utilization or 
USB can connect the device to the computer. The device communicates with computer through XL-
Vision TM software. The measured data are saved to PC as ASCII format and they are consequently 
evaluated.  

The measurement device allows measuring  MFDD – braking deceleration (m·s-2). 

An impact of braking on fuel consumption  

We realized the measurement with Skoda Octavia vehicle on the 3rd of March 2015 to verify an 
impact of the driving style on fuel consumption. In this measurement, two drivers used the same car 
and the same route.  

We planned the test route from Diakovce village (Slovak republic) through 1.5 km straight leg to 
Šaľa city (Slovak republic), then through the traffic jam to Veča residential area and then through 
longer straight leg to the Duslo Šaľa company, our end of this route.  
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Both drivers had to respect the Road Traffic Regulations and could not change the planned route. 
During the verification test, all electronic accessories of the car were turned off and all windows were 
closed to minimize perturbing influence on resultant fuel consumption.  

We installed a special monitoring device in the car to observe the driving style of the drivers. 
Based on the data from the mechanical position sensor, which was attached to the brake pedal, we 
recorded information about brake pressing.  

The driver “A” respected all principles of economical driving (eco driving) and he intended to 
drive as economical as possible. We did not inform the driver “B” about the principles of economical 
driving and he passed the planned route in the shortest possible time.  

We recorded information about the fuel consumption and route distance from an on-board 
computer, which was set to zero before every ride. We did not measure the driving time, we used a 
special monitoring device for time calculation.  

Results and discussion 

Measurement of braking deceleration  

We realized a measurement with Skoda Octavia vehicle with an installed device to calculate 
braking deceleration. We used a special monitoring device and XL Meter Pro both together during 
these measurements. We realized nine decelerations from 50 km·h-1 and three measurements from 60 
km.h-1 to 0 km.h-1. 

We exported the measured data in TXT format for the next processing in Microsoft Excel 
software. The XL Vision program generated the maximum and minimum value of braking 
deceleration. We obtained average braking deceleration by means of the monitoring device. We 
identified the starting and finishing point of braking from graph display. We calculated an average 
value by means of AVERAGE function of Microsoft Excel programme. 

We detected the starting point of braking at 35.82th second and the finishing point at 39.98th 
second of measurement no. 1. The device saved the braking deceleration values every 0.01 second 
(Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2. Course of braking deceleration during measurement no. 1 

We compared the final values of braking deceleration with the data measured by the designed 
device. We evaluated the braking measurement no. 1 by Microsoft Excel programme. Table 1 shows 
the original values for the calculation.  

The designed device saved the records about the braking pedal position (value “0” for pressed 
braking pedal) and actual velocity every 0.2 second on the memory card. We could calculate the total 
time of braking and the final braking deceleration by utilization of these records.  

Table 2 shows final comparison of braking deceleration calculated by XL Meter Pro device and 
our device together with other parameters. 
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Table 1 
Data table of braking deceleration 

No Deceleration Speed, m·s
-1

 GPS 

1522 0 13.33 48.30286 18.10401 
1523 0 12.78 48.30288 18.10399 
1524 0 12.78 48.3029 18.10396 
1525 0 12.50 48.30292 18.10394 
1526 0 12.50 48.30294 18.10392 
1527 0 12.22 48.30295 18.10390 
1528 0 12.22 48.30297 18.10388 
1529 0 11.39 48.30299 18.10387 
1530 0 10.28 48.303 18.10385 
1531 0 9.44 48.30301 18.10383 
1532 0 8.89 48.30303 18.10382 
1533 0 8.06 48.30304 18.10380 
1534 0 7.50 48.30306 18.10379 
1535 0 6.67 48.30306 18.10378 
1536 0 5.83 48.30307 18.10377 
1537 0 4.44 48.30308 18.10376 
1538 0 3.33 48.30309 18.10375 
1539 0 2.50 48.30309 18.10374 
1540 0 1.39 48.30309 18.10374 
1541 0 0.00 48.30309 18.10374 
t = 4 s ∆v = 12.78 m·s-1 

Braking deceleration a = 3.28 m·s-2 

Table 2 
The final table of measured braking deceleration 

No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Average 

MFDD, 

m·s
-2

 
3.28 3.26 3.15 2.96 2.97 2.88 2.75 2.71 3.17 2.99 3.41 3.75 3.11 

Device, 

m·s
-2

 
3.12 3 3.12 2.55 2.75 2.78 2.39 2.42 3.01 2.79 3.15 3.24 2.86 

Difference, % 4.88 7.98 0.95 13.85 7.41 3.47 13.09 10.7 5.05 6.69 7.62 13.6 7.94 

The difference between the calculated average braking deceleration from the designed device and 
from XL Meter Pro was 7.94%. This difference was caused by the GPS sensor ineligibility to record 
the rapid change of velocity. This difference was not significant enough to affect the measured data 
negatively. Therefore, our designed device can be used for maximum braking deceleration 
measurement under practical conditions.  

An impact of braking deceleration on fuel consumption 

Based on the methodology mentioned above, we realized the measurements shown in Table 3. 

Table 3 
The influence of braking deceleration on fuel consumption 

Parameter Driver “A” Driver “B” 

Distance, km 10.7 
Fuel consumption, l·(100 km)-1 7.1 8.3 
Braking pedal pressing while driving, % 1.21 15.17 
Average braking deceleration, m·s-2 0.63 0.84 
Total number of braking  6 50 
Time, minute 15:23 14:07 
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Fig. 3. Value of braking deceleration of driver “A” 

 

Fig. 4. Value of braking deceleration of driver “B” 

We measured lower fuel consumption about 1.2 l·(100 km)-1 for the driver “A” compared to the 
driver “B”, because the driver “A” respected all principles of economic driving. The driver “A” 
pressed the braking pedal for six 6 times, on the other hand, the driver “B” pressed the pedal for fifty 
times under the same test conditions. The difference in average braking deceleration in our study was 
not significant, because the driver “B” did not press the brakes intensively but more frequently 
(duration of brake pedal pressing while driving). The driver “A” reached the value of 1.21 %, the 
driver “B” 15.17 %. Therefore, higher fuel consumption of the driver “B” was caused by often brake 
pedal pressing, because of unrespected economical driving principles and poor traffic prognosis.  

Higher fuel consumption can occur, when duration of the braking pedal pressing is similar, but the 
value of average braking deceleration is higher. This situation can occur, when the driver ignores the 
traffic situation and responds to traffic events with last minute, instant, full brake pedal pressing. 

There are three main parameters presented effecting the fuel consumption [6]. These parameters 
are the roadway, car and driver. We can decrease the fuel consumption by monitoring the driving 
regime. Driver with common qualification will reach higher fuel consumption about 5 % compared 
with the possible minimum [4]. There is  presented [4; 5] a decrease in the fuel consumption above 
20 % after economic driving training graduation. The motivation of drivers based on the working 
quality and fuel saving can affect the decrease in the fuel consumption and the costs of all companies.  
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Conclusions 

We can reach better feedback about the driving style of drivers by monitoring of the number of 
the braking pedal pressing and braking intensity. Full braking occurs mainly if the driver ignores the 
traffic events and responds to change of the traffic situation instantly. If the driver does not use kinetic 
energy of the car in the right way, he has to use car brakes frequently, although he does not brake 
intensively. Based on the measured data, we can distinguish an economically driving driver from the 
one, who increases the fuel consumption; therefore, negatively effects the technical state of the car and 
environment.  
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